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Best Cliff Jumping Bali Tour in Aling-Aling 
Waterfall

Cliff Jumping Waterfall Bali Tour – Have you ever heard about Aling-Aling Waterfall? Amazing cliff 
jumping spot in North Bali. Its name isn’t so as popular as Gitgit Waterfall.

However, it begin to be visited by many visitor now. Even though, as you try to ask to a tour guide in Bali. 
Surely, he will recommend this Aling-Aling Waterfall as your next tour.

Most of the visitors who have ever come is satisfied about what they get in Tourist Object. The waterfall was 
even said better than the other waterfalls. So, you should decide to give it a go!

Location of Aling-Aling Waterfall

https://www.wohoota.com/blog/best-cliff-jumping-bali-tour-in-aling-aling-waterfall.html


Location of Aling Aling Waterfall

Aling-Aling Waterfall may be reached by using 2-wheels or 4-wheels vehicles and take time approximately 80 
Kilometers from Denpasar City. It is seated at Sambangan Village, Sukasada District, Buleleng Regency.

The trip will take time about 2 hours from Denpasar.

Reach in Nature Track



Jumping Off Kembar Waterfall

On arrival at Sambangan village, you will see the sign post to Aling-Aling Waterfalls and reach a dirt road. The 
local people has blocked the road with tires. Hence, you must start to walk to point.

Along the track, it’s really calm and quite, just seem several of visitor there. Track is challenging and 
unexpected, you should hire a guide to reach it.

Waterfall Cliff Jumping



Aling Aling Waterfall Jump

Using the special trekking shoes is very advised here. The dirt road will make you easy to slip. After arriving in 
the spot, you will see 3 waterfall points, choose the height that suits you and tell guide.

He will tell and guide you how to slide of a 10 meter water fall and do the waterfall cliff jumps at 5 meters, 20 
meters, and 15 meters jump.

The weather was extremely hot and the water is cold, it was such a beautiful trek! So, don’t forget to have this 
Bali Secret Garden Waterfall tour when visiting God Island.
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